DRONE RECORDS NEWSFLASH

JUNE 2012

Dear Droners & Lovers of thee unspeakable, unthinkable, undiscovered = UN-LIMITED music!
Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for JUNE 2012, the 4th "Newsflash"-update this year!
ANNOUNCEMENTS: OUT SOON - PRE ORDER NOW!

* TROUM - Grote Mandrenke CD

AVAILABLE END OF JUNE !

(Beta-lactam Ring Records mt238)

€ 13.00

the new studio album works as an aural hallucination on the devastating storm flood happening January 1362 at the Friesian North Sea coast; part 2 in the "power romantic" series! special gatefold-sleeve.

SPECIAL ARTIST PROMOTION OF THE MONTH: * Z'EV : The legendary figure of "primitive" handplayed tribal industrialism seems to be more active than ever, and its difficult to keep up with his works. To
help you we offer the following: Until the next Newsflash-mailout all CDs (also collaborations) by Z'EV you find in our mailorder-programme on www.dronerecords.de have a special discount of 30%!! (Old price: 13 Euro -->
new price: 9,10 Euro!). Prices are not changed in the database, but you can use it for ordering as usual. This discount is NOT valid for the brandnew DVD mentioned in this update.
MAILORDER NEWS: As usual some personal recommendations of newer releases first : the new FEAR DROP magazine on the theme "LA ZONE GRISE" with compilation CD (and first ever SUBSTANTIA
INNOMINATA-interview with BarakaH), Polish newcomer CEZARY GAPIK on CD with majestic / oceanic power-drones, KHAMSA KHALA's ethno / trance industrial on CD/DVD, GIANLUCA BECUZZIs great new album of
object-based compositions, impressively (processed) environmental recordings by LASSE-MARC RIEK, hypno-Z'EVs visuals for the first time on DVD, a very beautiful / emotional album by Icelandic cello-player HILDUR
GUDNADOTTIR, Stephen O'Malleys label Ideologic Organ releases works of Bulgarian composer AKOS ROZMANN on vinyl, mesmerizing concrete / field recording drones by FIVE ELEMENTS MUSIC (and more new
entries from the great Russian STILL*SLEEP label), suspended trumpet/voice-spheres by NATE WOOLEY, pure transcendental Gong-drones by JOHANNES WELSCH and a new album by dark droners SLEEP
RESARCH FACILITY. Not to forget the true underground UR-drones (CHANTE ISTA, FANUM) from Radiodrone Records. EXCITING STUFF, ALL HIGHLY RECOMMENDED !!

STUNNING NEW RELEASES are also out from (the maybe more well known names): THOMAS KÖNER - new CD, SCHNITZLER - KLUSTER and SEMA boxes on Vinyl-on-Demand, FEARS FALLS BURNING very lim. do-10" and maybe last ever release?, KTL with the fifth album (CD & do-LP), a limited and very harmonic MENCHE LP, re-issue of ART ZOYDS first cult album, re-issue of a great CELER CDR from 2006, + new
albums by VOLCANO THE BEAR, STEVEN RODEN / MACHINEFABRIEK, OLAFUR ARNALDS, SIGUR ROS, REFORMED FACTION, NEW BLOCKADERS, and and and..
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro. The FULL
mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening
to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.

Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays,
thanks a lot !
BUILD DREAM MACHINES THAT HELP US TO WAKE UP!

BaraKa[H]

NR. - TITLE - FORMAT - LABEL & CAT-NR - REL.-YEAR? - EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS - PRICE - MORE INFO WWW
1 21 GRAMMS - Water-Membrane CD Greytone grey009 2012 isolationistic drone & post-industrial ambience from Poland (2nd album), very bleak and depressive, using many lonely piano-tunes & samples... 12,00
www.greytone.eu
2 ARNALDS, OLAFUR - Another Happy Day (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack) LP Erased Tapes ERATP038LP 2012 soundtrack for the film of the same name by SAM LEVINSON (2011) - silent & introspective
chamber music based on piano & strings at its best 18,00 www.erasedtapes.com
3 ARNALDS, OLAFUR - Living Room Songs 10" Erased Tapes ERATP037EP 2011 lim. 7-track EP, created on 7 days of a week in Reykjavik, October 2011.. piano & string instrumentals, incredibly melancholic, reduced
& sad... comes with 4 nice inlays & download code 17,50 www.erasedtapes.com
4 ART ZOYD - Symphonie pour le Jour ou bruleront les Cites CD Sub Rosa SR330 2011 re-issue of the very first cult album by ART ZOYD from 1976 = dark & experimental neo-classic chamber music meeting with
ecstatic progessive rock & jazz influences, oscillating between wonderful dark parts & dramatic, hounded "Angst"-sections, at the same time apocalyptic & beautiful, breathtaking stuff full of tension & wonder; incl. diverse
bonus-tracks!! 13,00 www.subrosa.net
5 ART ZOYD - Symphonie pour le Jour ou bruleront les Cites LP Sub Rosa SRV330 2011 re-issue of the very first cult album by ART ZOYD from 1976 = dark & experimental neo-classic chamber music meeting with
ecstatic progessive rock & jazz influences, oscillating between wonderful dark parts & dramatic, hounded "Angst"-sections, at the same time apocalyptic & beautiful, breathtaking stuff full of tension & wonder; lim. 300
clear vinyl! (after these are gone there are more in black vinyl available) 15,00 www.subrosa.net
6 ASTROWIND - Kaidanovsky CD Greytone grey010 2012 project from Latvia with very atmospheric, slow & melancholic (old) synth-based ambience, dedicated to Russian actor / film director ALEKSANDER
KAIDANOVSKY (known from Tarkowski's STALKER); to discover 12,00 www.greytone.eu
7 AUBE - Metal On Metal do-CD Silentes minimal editions sme 0722 2008 re-issue of the legendary METAL DE METAL CD (Manifold Records 1996, metal-cover) with bonus-track and bonus live-CD ! BACK IN STOCK,
better priced ! 14,00 www.silentes.net
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8 BAD ALCHEMY - No. 73 (Mai 2012) mag Bad Alchemy 2012 reviews & articles: RUNE GRAMMOFON, TZADIK, NON TOXIQUE LOST-Interview, 30 Jahre TOUCH (ZKM Karlsruhe), ATTENUATION CIRCUIT, ALONE
AT LAST, EMPREINTES DIGITALES, EDITIONS MEGO, SUB ROSA, MONOCHROME VISION, UNSOUNDS, and much more from the impro & advanced jazz-scene.. Deutsche Sprach, 88 Seiten, handliches Format,
günstig & geistreich !! 3,50 www.badalchemy.de
9 BAYLE, FRANCOIS - Erosphere BOOK & DVD-R INA GRM / Magison Vol. 20 2009 nice paperback book (120 pages) around BAYLE's masterpiece "Erosphere" (1978-1980) with texts & graphics & colour photos
(french only), on the DVD-R you find the music & translations of the texts into English, Portugesian, Chinese & Japanese!! 15,00 www.inagrm.com
10 BECUZZI, GIANLUCA - Nothing is what it seems CD Silentes Minimal Editions sme 1152 2011 another new great album by BECUZZI with a wide range of sounds & atmospheres, heavenly drone-movements, absurd
field recording-mixtures, more concrete mechanical metal vibes & complex noise-parts = electronics, environmental or concrete material from objects is arranged in an ever surprising & stunning way, every track is
different. Recommended again !! 12,00 www.silentes.net
11 BERROCAL, JAC / DAVID FENECH / GHEDALIA TAZARTES - Superdisque LP Sub Rosa SRV331 2012 crazy session-recordings by this supergroup formed by three legendary figures of French avantgarde, on
electric guitar, trumpet & improvised vocals; .. beyond the borders of rock, jazz, punk and sound poetry.. lim. 600 15,00 www.subrosa.net
12 BIANCHI, MAURIZIO - Pharmelodies CD Silentes Minimal Editions sme 1254 2012 very amorph, soft & otherworldly nostalgic drone-muzak using processed found sounds from "Theocratic suites" of MBs past,
reminding on some FIRST HUMAN FERRO works for example... lim. 300 copies, oversized cardboard cover 12,00 www.silentes.net
13 BLACKSHAW, JAMES - Love is the Plan, the Plan is Death CD Important Records IMPREC355CD 2012 ninth studio-album; very intimate and more song-oriented compositions as before, based on piano, acoustic
guitar & vibraphone, feat. vocals by GENEVIEVE BEAULIEU (MENACE RUINE) on one piece 13,00 www.importantrecords.com
14 BLACKSHAW, JAMES - Love is the Plan, the Plan is Death LP Important Records IMPREC355LP 2012 ninth studio-album; very intimate and more song-oriented compositions as before, based on piano, acoustic
guitar & vibraphone, feat. vocals by GENEVIEVE BEAULIEU (MENACE RUINE) on one piece; lim. vinyl version 16,00 www.importantrecords.com
15 BRANDAL, ANDREAS - Reverse the Night LP Droehnhaus DRH#08 2009 very nice low-fi drone-work by this Norwegian artist, lim. 100 with art-print insert, BACK IN STOCK LAST COPIES ! 15,00
www.droehnhaus.de
16 CALARCO, JUAN JOSE & DAVID VELEZ - Bahias CD Semperflorens sf06 2011 experimental field recording collaboration using sounds from the bay areas near New York City and Buenos Aires - "concrete sounds
used as material to build new experiences on the listener's conscience' - lim. 500 DVD box 13,00 www.semperflorens.net
17 CELER - Sunlir CD Con-V CNVCD 004 2011 re-issue of an early CD-R from 2006, containing 10 tracks of loopy/minimal/orchestral drone-waves with hypnotic effects & strange titles; one of our favourite CELER-works
definitely! Lim. 300 digipack 12,00 www.con-v.org
18 CHANTE ISTA - Alaya CD-R Radiodrone Records rd-05 2012 first album by this ambient/drone newcomer from North Karelia (Russia), very beautiful & harmonic orchestral drone & ice/wind-scapes; lim. 80 copies in
oversized / printed envelope, hand-numbered. Highly recommended ! 8,00 www.radiodrone-records.com
19 COLECLOUGH, JONATHAN - Drop 7" Klanggalerie gg87 2004 two intense pieces combining deep drones & concrete sounds originating from pin (and other) drops; last NEW copies in stock of this rare 7", numb. ed.
200 16,00 www.klanggalerie.com
20 COLORLIST - The fastest Way to become the Ocean 10" Serein SERE11.1 2011 stunning drone-jazz from Chicago, 4-track EP - 26 min. playtime, for fans of NECKS, etc.. / numbered ed. 500 copies 10,00
21 DIETER MÜH - Heterodoxie LP Verlautbarung mitteilung 45II 2012 the British industrial project is back with a very refined & versatile album, nicely structured, at times rhythmic/pulsating, at times ambient, ... lim. 200
with handmade copper mesh on cover 17,50
22 EINSTÜRZENDE NEUBAUTEN - 2 x 4 CD Roir RUSCD 8235 1997 re-release of legendary MC from 1984 w. live material 1982/1983 - available again! 13,00
23 ELEH - Radiant Intervals CD Important Records IMPREC353 2012 re-mastered re-issue of the deleted LP from 2010; lim. 1000 special cover 15,00 www.importantrecords.com
24 EXIT IN GREY - Emotional Resounding CD-R Daphnia Records PH-06 2007 back in stock, melancholic & timeless peaceful ambience created with synths & guitars... special handmade oversized cardboard-cover,
very nice ! 9,50 http://ss.semperflorens.net
25 EXIT IN GREY - Magnetoline CD-R Daphnia Records PH-04 2006 back in stock this early EIG album; magnetic meditation based on singing bowls, guitar drones and field recordings; full colour / photo - cardboardcover 9,50 http://ss.semperflorens.net
26 FANUM & KROMESHNA - Zapredel CD-R Radiodrone Records rd-04 2011 deep from the "forests" of the Russian experimental underground, dark foggy ur-drones from Moscow and Ural musicians; lim. 100 in
oversized envelope, numbered edition, pro-CDR 8,00 www.radiodrone-records.com
27 FANUM & PARCHIM - Coniunctio CD-R Radiodrone Records rd-06 2012 esoteric field recording drones, another collaboration of Moscow based project FANUM; lim. 96 copies in oversized envelope with printed inner
cover, pro-CDr 8,00 www.radiodrone-records.com
28 FEAR DROP - No. 16: LA ZONE GRISE mag & CD Fear Drop LAGR 016 2012 finally a new FEAR DROP (best french mag for ambient & experimental music) issue, on the theme "GREY AREA"; feat. two long essays
by publisher DENIS BOYER, plus articles about COILs ANS-work, HUMAN GREED; STEVE RODEN, BERNHARD GÜNTER, and the very first interview / article about our 10" series SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA! +
compilation CD with mentioned artists and CISFINITUM, TROUM, YANNICK FRANCK, L. MARCHETTI, M. DELPLANQUE, etc.. a definite MUST HAVE, highly recommended!!! Exclusive material only ! 12,00
29 FEAR FALLS BURNING - Disorder of Roots do-10"/CD Tonefloat lptf122 2012 the final release (during the active time) of FEAR FALLS BURNING - last concert was just held on June 2, 2012, in Tilburg (NL); four long
& expansive tracks feat. guest-musicians on bass, electronics & percussion, lim. 200 on clear vinyl, gatefold-cover & CD version; a great ending after 7 years ! 32,00 www.tonefloat.com
30 FEAR FALLS BURNING - Disorder of Roots CD Tonefloat tf122 2012 the final release (during the active time) of FEAR FALLS BURNING - last concert was just held on June 2, 2012, in Tilburg (NL); four long &
expansive tracks feat. guest-musicians on bass, electronics & percussion, a great ending after 7 years ! 15,00 www.tonefloat.com
31 FERRARI, LUC - L'Oeuvre Electronique 10 x CD-BOX INA GRM INA G 6017/6026 / La Muse En Circuit 2009 collection of his electronic works, 10 CDs in box with 104 p booklet !! 55,00 www.ina.fr/grm
32 FERREYRA, BEATRIZ - untitled CD INA GRM INAG 6030 2011 four quite new pieces by this legendary female composer from Argentina (*1937) who worked with PIERRE SCHAEFFER in the 70's 12,00
33 FIVE ELEMENTS MUSIC - Summer Session CD-R Still'Sleep SS20 2011 processed concrete nature drone recordings that build a nice earthy flow - bees, water, stones, etc... masterful release by this Russian project;
nicely printed CD-R & full colour cardboard cover 9,00 http://ss.semperflorens.net
34 FIVE ELEMENTS MUSIC & DENIS SHAPOVALOV - Steel Glares and Night CD-R Still'Sleep 16CD / Observatoire Obs* 028 2011 the very first "fabric pressed" CD-release for this great Russian label; SERGEY
SUHOVIC - man behind the label - is also FIVE ELEMENTS MUSIC and a part of EXIT IN GREY; for this CD he recorded material in different industrial areas of Moscow, which are combined with SHAPOVALOVs
sounds from natural materials (metal, glass, wood); foggy night-drones & overtuned machine-hummings, sensitive and lonely... great album ! Lim. 500 13,00 http://ss.semperflorens.net
35 FRANCIS, RICHARD & BRUCE RUSSELL - Garage Music CD Alone At Last AAL[2] 2012 fruitful collaboration of these two sound-artists from New Zealand, also known with their projects THE DEAD C. and ESO
STEEL; dynamic, demanding noise-improvisations & remixing-sculptures created on all kinds of instruments & sources.. lim. 500 very special packaging, on a new label from Moscow 15,00 www.alone-at-last.com
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36 GAPIK, CEZARY - The Sum of disappearing Sounds CD Karl Records kr008 (Parakusis Series) 2012 four long masterful drone-tracks from this Polish composer, raw & oceanic sound-waves, full of flickering energy &
beauty... imagine a bit more "cosmic" DANIEL MENCHE... highly recommended for any DRONE-soul! numbered ed. 222 copies in multi fold out digipack 13,00 www.karlrecords.net
37 GARLAND, PETER - Three strange Angels CD Tzadik TZ 8059 2008 re-issue of GARLANDS masterpiece from 1992 ("Border Music"), drawing inspiration from Native American and Mexican Ritual Music, often
powerful sounds are created by percussion & piano, but there are also more mellow flute & harp pieces; - the soundtrack to CARLOS CASTANEDA's "Teachings of Don Juan" ? This re-issue has additional live material
not on the original release 16,00 www.tzadik.com
38 GEHIRN.IMPLOSION vs. CARSTEN VOLLMER - Stille Räuber / Arbeit Nr.18 LP Cat Killer vs. Verstand Records (No. 14) 2011 powerful split LP by these two German industrial noise acts: GEHIRN.IMPLOSION
presents high hissing white noise with melancholic microsounds appearing inside the tornado eye - feat. HALS MAUL (EA 80) on one track (guitar, vocals) - CARSTEN VOLLMER spreads his latest work in the ARBEIT
series on 7 tracks creating piercing feedback-noise with many cut-ups & changes & voice elements; his best work so far maybe !! Comes with 12"x12" inlay, lim. 300 12,00
39 GRASSOW, MATHIAS & JIRI MAZANEK - Inner Path (Vnitrni Cesta) CD Nextera ERA 2051-2 2008 best meditation-drones on this GRASSOW - collaboration with JIRI MAZANEK who plays Zither, Kantele, Guitar,
and delivers overtune singing; BACK IN STOCK ! 13,00 www.nextera.eu
40 GUDNADOTTIR, HILDUR - Leyfou Ljosinu CD Touch TO:90 2012 "live in the studio" recordings, just voice, cello & electronics => beginning with pure concrete Cello sounds & soft additional voice a beautiful waving &
almost sacral sound-sculpture is build, with in- and outgoing choirs, great transcension drones that go directly into your heart. Our favourite GUDNADOTTIR-release as yet ! 14,00 www.touchmusic.org.uk
41 HAFLER TRIO - Cleave: 9 Great Openings CD Nextera ERA 2017-2 2002 "deep waves for the core of being" [BarakaH] - back in stock the first "new" H30 work after the long break, released 2002 - for us a perfect
example of mesmerizing & timeless drone-muzak (one-tracker of 62 min.); sound-sources were recorded at a wedding in Nepal 1999; comes in a luxurious cardboard package with booklet; highly recommended for any
Drone-discoverer out there ! 15,00 www.nextera.cz
42 HAKOBUNE - Heath Grass CD-R Still'Sleep CDR18 2011 very light sun-drones from Japan, minimal, waving, weightless... a very peaceful & meditative three piece maxi-EP (31 minutes length) 8,00
43 HAUSCHKA - Youyoume 10" Serein SERE11.4 2011 3-track 10" by the well know ambient techno project, here working more subtle percussive and droney.. numb. ed. 500 copies, 4th and last in a series of 10"
releases on SEREIN 10,00 www.serein.co.uk
44 HELVACIOGLU, ERDEM - Timeless Waves CD Sub Rosa SR323 / New Series Framework # 12 2012 new work by this genre-transgressing Turkish composer for 47 channel / 53 speakers, based on the six human
emotions, using different guitar sounds & sine-waves, premiered May 2010 in Istanbul. Lim. 450 copies 13,00 www.subrosa.net
45 HEYN, VOLKER - Sirenes CD Edition RZ 1025 2011 pieces from 1981-2005 by this remarkable / unclassifiable German composer 17,00 www.edition-rz.de
46 HRSTA - Ghosts will come and kiss our eyes CD Constellation Records CST048-2 2007 third & so far best album by this band-project founded by Mike Moya (ex GODSPEED YOU BLACK EMPOROR!), highly
emotional psych / folk / post-rock full of melancholy and yearning; now better priced 12,00 www.cstrecords.com
47 HURVATOV, OLEG - Anaesthesia Dolorosa Psychica CD-R Radiodrone Records rd-02 2011 analog synth / cosmic ambience by this Russian artist, the label calls it "PSYCHO DRONE", lim. 100 copies in oversized /
printed envelope, hand-numbered. As everything by this label: to discover ! 8,00 www.radiodrone-records.com
48 ISIS - Oceanic LP Robotic Empire ROBO 96 2012 the post-metal cult-album from 2002, re-pressed on vinyl, re-mastered & with gatefold-cover 20,50 www.roboticempire.com
49 ISIS - Panopticon do-LP Robotic Empire ROBO 41 2012 vinyl re-press of third album (2004), gatefold-cover 21,50 www.roboticempire.com
50 JERMAN, JEPH & FIVE ELEMENTS MUSIC - Insecta CD-R Still'Sleep CDR19 2011 subtle subterreanean drones & microsounds from processed insect field recordings - a permanent crackling, creaking & rubbing of
grass & diverse organisms mixed with environmental sounds of wind, etc.. very special drones at work here, comes in full colour cover & on professionally duplicated & printed CDR 9,00 http://ss.semperflorens.net
51 JOSEPH, DAN - Tonalization (for the Afterlife) CD Mutablemusic MUTABLE 17545-2 2011 three works of post-minimalist ensemble composition based on rhythmic "melodicles"-structures created by a hammer
dulcimer => hypnotic, contemplative textures with interesting arrangements, feat. baritone vocals by THOMAS BRUCKNER on one piece 13,50 www.mutablemusic.com
52 JOY DIVISION - Les Bains Douches do-LP Get Back get79 2001 live-material recorded in Paris, Dec.18, 1979, plus seven more tracks from Amsterdam and Eindhoven from 1980. Gatefold sleeve, black vinyl, 180 gr.
vinyl BACK IN STOCK LAST COPIES 20,00
53 JULIUS, ROLF - Für einen kleinen See CD Because Tomorrow Comes btw 05 c 2003 back in stock this nice drone/microsound/sound-sculpture album by the German installation-artist who died Jan. 2011, created for
a small lake and other natural objects 14,50
54 JULIUS, ROLF - Raining. Small Music No. 3 CD Western Vinyl WV93 2012 third part in the SMALL MUSIC series, and the first posthumous JULIUS-release; the main piece (53+ min, 2007) is based on rain-sounds,
along with wind-hiss, micromelodies & beautiful grating noises... very nice aural nature contemplation 13,00 www.westernvinyl.com
55 KARKOWSKI, ZBIGNIEW - Nerve Cell_0 CD Sub Rosa SR331 2012 minimal & epic power-drone composition for cello & computer, distorted cello-sounds are treated & shaped into a flowing & fuzzing aural sculpture...
immersive stuff, play it loud ! 13,00 www.subrosa.net
56 KHAMSA KHALA - All Rites Reversed CD & DVD Lens Records LENS0106 2010 psy-trance ethno-industrial combining original field recordings from the Morocco & Saraha-desert with rhythm & drone sounds from
arabian percussion-instruments & experimental sound manipulation, put together with great care & sensitivity; self-shot videos from the Saraha desert on the DVD; a very beautiful debut-album of this duo with NEVILLE
HARSON from MANDIBLE CHATTER ! 15,00 www.lensrecords.com
57 KILLING JOKE - Absolute Dissent do-LP Svart Records SVR042 2010 lim. vinyl version of their great 2010-album, very low-fi & harmonic & 80's sounding, comes in gatefold-cover 20,00 www.svartrecords.com
58 KLUSTER - Klusterstrasse 69-72 8 x LP-Box Vinyl-On-Demand VOD102 2012 "8 hours of unpublished actions" by the legendary German experimental (& "pre industrial") ensemble found by CONRAD SCHNITZLER
in 1969 ! 120,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com
59 KÖNER, THOMAS - Novaya Zemlya CD Touch TO:85 2012 "towards a metaphysical geography" - long-awaited new album by the "deep monolithic drone'" legend, available mid June! 14,50 www.touchmusic.org.uk
60 KTL - V CD Editions Mego emego 120 2012 fifth studio album, recorded at legendary electronic music studios EMS (Stockholm) & INA GRM (Paris) throughout 2010-2011, feat. JOHANN JOHANNSSON and others; on
five long tracks they work much more refined and "ambient" as before, with clear e-bow overtune wave drones und slow inner movements & pulses within stagnant sound-rays... track 4 & 5 also use impressive
orchestral & voice elements 14,00 www.editionsmego.com
61 KTL - V do-LP Editions Mego emego 120V 2012 fifth studio album, recorded at legendary electronic music studios EMS (Stockholm) & INA GRM (Paris) throughout 2010-2011, feat. JOHANN JOHANNSSON and
others; on five long tracks they work much more refined and "ambient" as before, with clear e-bow overtune wave drones und slow inner movements & pulses within stagnant sound-rays... track 4 & 5 also use impressive
orchestral & voice elements / Lim. vinyl version !! 21,00 www.editionsmego.com
62 LOCRIAN & MAMIFFER - Bless them that curse you do-LP Utech Records URLP069 / SIGE 013 2012 rare vinyl version of this much attention-drawing collab by Chicagos ambient noise heros LOCRIAN with
MAMIFFER (project of FAITH COLOCCIA and AARON TURNER and guest musicians) = 7 musicians in total creating a great album between dark cinematic chamber-like music & high tension-dronescapes... lim. 550
copies, colour vinyl 29,50 www.utechrecords.com
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63 MACHINIST - Of what once was CD Moving Furniture Records MFR011 2011 first "proper" CD by this dutch "experimental drone" project - dense & elegant drone-ambience mainly based on guitars & wonderful
overtunes with slow developments, the first great piece is inspired by painter YVES KLEIN; lim. 300, recommended for drone-aficionados ! 12,00 www.movingfurniturerecords.com
64 MAZANEK, JIRI - Radha-Krsna CD Nextera ERA 2050-2 2007 "Pisne Lasky / Songs of Love" - meditative Indian chants & mantras using a wide array of original instruments as harmonium, zither, tanpura , flutes, etc..
by this Czech music-ethnologist 13,00 www.nextera.cz
65 MENCHE, DANIEL - Quanta of Light LP Touch Tone 45.5 / White Label Series 5 2012 rare LP in TOUCHs new "white label" series TONE 45, lim. 300 - two long tracks of shining & fuzzy drone-beauty, one of the most
harmonic MENCHE releases ever ! Very recommended for any drone-lover! 17,50 www.touchmusic.org.uk
66 MERZBOW / LASSE MARHAUG - Mer Mar LP Editions Mego demego 025 2012 powerful noise collaboration recorded April 2010 in Tokyo, a tour de force using "a combination of scrap metal screeching; analogue
synths, and enough effect pedals to give you overweight with most airline companies"; LASSE MARHAUG is also a member of JAZZKAMMER 16,00 www.editionsmego.com
67 MUSLIMGAUZE - Satyajit Eye LP The Muslimgauze Preservation Society TMPS12 2012 re-issue of rare recordings that were published as DAT-tape on Staalplaat in 1993 (STDAT001); limited 180gr. vinyl pressing,
comes with mini-poster ! 26,50 www.themuslimgauzepreservationsociety.org
68 NECKS - Athenaeum, Homebush, Quay & Raab 4 x CD-BOX Fish of Milk FOM 0008 2002 very rare NECKS item now in stock - this box features 4 seperate hour-long performances - Australian import & very difficult
to find in Europe !! 45,00
69 NEST - Body Pilot 10" Serein SERE11.3 2011 after the successful debut-album ("Retold" CD) a limited 4-track 10" by this duo from Wales and Norway; highly sensitive & subtle ambience using piano, field recordings,
electronics,... numbered ed. 500 copies, lower priced now ! 10,00 www.serein.co.uk
70 NEW BLOCKADERS - Schadenklang LP Hypnagogia gog03 2012 40 minutes of new "30th Antiversary Wreckordings", numbered ed. 350 copies 18,00
71 NIMH - This crying Era LP Synästhesie Schallplatten SS001 2012 very first vinyl-release for this Italian ethno/ambient project, a collection of rare & unreleased material 2002-2011; numbered ed. of only 100 copies,
comes with A4 inlay 18,50
72 OÖPHOI - Hymns to a silent sky CD Nextera ERA 2038-2 2005 evocative space-music dedicated to the sky and its movements & mysteries; one of the best OÖPHOI-albums back in stock ! 13,00 www.nextera.cz
73 OÖPHOI & PAUL VNUK Jr. - Dreamfields CD Nextera ERA 2067-2 2011 second (mail) collaboration between the Italian ambient-master & American sound designer PAUL VNUK -> four long incredibly spacious &
dreamy "field" movements based on electronics, voices & sparsely used acoustic instruments -> imaginative slow-motion contemplation, intoxicating acoustic perfume, not from this world 13,00 www.nextera.cz
74 ORSI, FABIO - The new Year is over 3 x CD Silentes Minimal Editions sme1255 2012 stunning new epic work between cosmic synth-ambience & more powerful hypnotic psychedelism, using guitars, etc... 9 long
tracks, among his best material yet! Lim. 300 oversized covers 18,00 www.silentes.net
75 ORSI, FABIO & VALENTINA BESEGHER - Hunt me Tender DVD Silentes Minimal Editions sme1151 2012 audiovisual project of the hyperactive Italian psychedelic space ambience guru with (Italian, but Berlin-based)
video-artist VALENTINA BESEGHER, who compounds super 8 films of his family archive with her visual footage of embalmed animals & trees.... 12,00 www.silentes.net
76 PYROLATOR - Inland LP Bureau B BB097 2012 re-issue of first PYROLATOR album from 1979, highly interesting experimental "cold" synth-muzak with cosmic & industrial influences, somehow between T.D.
(TANGERINE DREAM) and T.G. (THROBBING GRISTLE); PYROLATOR (=KURT DAHLKE) was an early member of D.A.F., and also in DER PLAN & FEHLFARBEN; this re-issue on 180 gr vinyl comes with 5 bonustracks, mastered from the original tapes !!! 17,00 www.bureau-b.com
77 RAPOON - Stray CD Soleilmoon Recordings SOL181CD 2012 STRAY is using low fi source recordings from a women's choir and much more to create mysterious but appealing hypno-scapes with the special
RAPOON-like ethno-atmosphere...comes in a wonderful art-package (oversized art-paper cover) with golden printed envelope, lim. 333 copies only ! 18,50 www.soleilmoon.com
78 REDOLFI, MICHEL - Sons-Frissons CD INA GRM INAG 6031 2011 collection of compositions (1990-2011) by this French electro-acoustic composer (who is the Director of the CIRM in Nice, France), "between sound
imersion, soundscapes and narrative compositions" - high class stuff, very atmospheric ! 12,00 www.inagrm.com
79 REFORMED FACTION - The World Awake / 11 Stueck do-CD Soleilmoon Recordings SOL179CD 2012 new album by the ex ZOVIET FRANCE duo of MARK SPYBEY & ROBIN STOREY; lim. 444 copies - the first
ed. comes in a "high-quality screen printed perfumed sleeve" ! 20,00 www.soleilmoon.com
80 RIEK, LASSE-MARC - Saison Concrete CD Semperflorens sf07 2011 excellent processed field recordings of the four seasons, in the way of ERIC LA CASA, ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE or G*PARK, by this
German composer and man behind the GRUENREKORDER-label; lim. 500 DVD box 13,00 www.semperflorens.net
81 RIEK, LASSE-MARC - Harbour CD Herbal International Concrete Disc 1002 2010 unprocessed field recordings from harbours made in Germany & Finland: gangways, tunnels, bridges, ships, boats, ferries, floating
docks, coastal birds, with wind, water and machines. 8 tracks of quite fascinating concrete sound-environments recorded 1999-2007, on this label from Malaysia 14,00 www.herbalinternational.tk
82 RODEN, STEVE / MACHINEFABRIEK - Lichtung CD Eat, Sleep, Repeat ESR201201 2012 installation music for a german gallery (sounds based on water, leaves and twigs from the Mindelsee lake) - a collaboration
project with video artist SABINE BÜRGER, plus an edit of the MACHINEFABRIEK live show from the opening of the exhibition 13,00 www.eatsleeprepeat.com
83 ROZMANN, AKOS - 12 Stationer VI do-LP Ideologic Organ soma 007 2012 incredible composition by this Hungarian composer (1939-2005): "12 Stationer" is a musical interpretation of the Tibetan Wheel of Life, using
different voices & piano sounds that are treated heavily and form undescribable dynamic, ritualistic & powerful movements... very challenging & fascinating stuff ! Also included: "D
Med Tarar" on Side D; all recorded
at EMS Elektronmusikstudion in Stockholm 20,00 www.editionsmego.com
84 SCHAEFFER, PIERRE - L'Oeuvre Musicale 3 x CD-BOX INA GRM G 6027/6029 2010 final edition! Comes with a 114 pages booklet of text and photos, in French & English 35,00 www.inagrm.com
85 SCHNITZLER, CONRAD - ConTainer T1-12 8 x LP-Box Vinyl-On-Demand VOD100 2012 Retrospective of works 1971-1983, previously released as very limited 6-MC-set in 1983 => the jubilee VOD100 edition is
committed to this influentual & innovative German experimental electronic pioneer (early TANGERINE DREAM, KLUSTER, etc..) who died last year (4. August 2011); Edition of only 500 numbered copies! 120,00
86 SEETYCA - Pavor Nocturnus CD-R Mbira Records 0070/54 2011 "Sleep States III" - rare homemade CDR-version, the third part of a trilogy => the ending part, nocturnal space ambience at its best by this Drone
Records artist from Germany 8,50 www.seetyca.org
87 SEETYCA - The Advent of Hypnos CD-R Mbira Records 0070/52 2010 "Sleep States I" - rare homemade CDR-version, the first part of a trilogy => 73+ min. one-tracker with endless cosmic waves & sparse sounddrops above, purely electronic & very minimal, imagine a darker version of O HOI or TESENDALO 8,50 www.seetyca.org
88 SEETYCA - Tingent Orbs CD-R Mbira Records 0070/53 2010 "Sleep States II" - rare homemade CDR-version, the 2nd part of a trilogy => much different from part 1, this is the a pure space-drone journey through
objectless areas... 74+ min one-tracker 8,50 www.seetyca.org
89 SEMA (ROBERT HAIGH) - Time will say nothing 4 x LP-Box Vinyl-On-Demand VOD103 2012 re-issue of the four extremely rare SEMA-LPs that were released originally 1982-1984: "Notes from Underground",
"Theme from Hunger", "Extract from Rosa Silber", and "Three Seasons Only", by this British artist and NURSE WITH WOUND collaborator 68,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com
90 SIGUR ROS - Valtari CD Parlophone / EMI 2012 new studio album by the Icelandig elfin post-rock band, comes w. gatefold-cover & bonus-CD of the same album 16,50 www.sigurros.com
91 SIGUR ROS - Valtari do-LP & CD Parlophone / EMI 50999 6 23555 1 3 2012 new studio album by the Icelandig elfin post-rock band, comes w. gatefold-cover & bonus-CD of the same album 30,00
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92 SISTER LOOLOMIE / KRYPTOGEN RUNDFUNK - [W]interloop[S] CD-R Still'Sleep CDR11 2008 overlooked Russian collab release by SISTER LOOLOMIE (side-project of [S] from EXIT IN GREY & FIVE
ELEMENTS MUSIC) and KRYPTOGEN RUNDFUNK (Artyom O. from Zhelezobeton), 29+ one-tracker of suspenseful, mysterious drone-ambience... very well arranged, recommended! full colour cover 8,00
93 SLEEP RESEARCH FACILITY - Stealth do-CD Cold Spring Records CSR159CD 2012 after a long release-break a breathtaking new album by this popular Scottish deep ambient project, based on location recordings
made "inside the hanger environs of a Northrop-Grumman B-2 Stealth Bomber" - cold, mysterious & threatening drones with electronic & voice scraps in the mix; first 1000 copies have the original unedited audio source
recordings as a bonus ! 15,00 www.coldspring.co.uk
94 SONS OF GOD & MATS GUSTAFSSON - Reception CD Firework Edition Records FER 1094 2011 recording of a live-show during an installation at a gallery in Stockholm March 2006; THE SONS OF GOD: 32
amplified iron plates; MATS GUSTAFSSON: live electronics => spacious monumental noise-drones with a meditative center inside.. 13,00 www.fireworkedition.com
95 TIETCHENS, ASMUS - Sinkende Schwimmer CD Barooni BAR 004 1991 rare original BAROONI-CD, feat. basis material of THOMAS KÖNER on one track; a more "droning" TIETCHENS album with very strange &
alien sounds.. 15,00
96 TIGER LILLIES - The Brothel to the Cemetery CD Neu Recordings RSR-0005 1998 US re-issue of this early album (originally 1996 on Misery Guts) by the incredible British performance-trio with their wild/weird operamelodrama-folk, now as special offer ! 8,00
97 TROUM - Grote Mandrenke CD Beta-lactam Ring Records mt238 2012 "an aural hallucination on the events that occurred January 15-17, 1362 at the Friesian North Sea coast" - GROTE MANDRENKE is an oceanic &
waving, but also dramatic & mournful journey symbolizing the nature's dominion over man; one long track in 5 movements, part 2 in the "power romantic" trilogy. Comes in a custom made book bound gatefold sleeve
with full-colour insert, first ed. 1000 copies; a vinyl version will follow later this year. Available end of June, PRE ORDER NOW !! 13,00 www.blrrecords.com
98 ULLMANN, JAKOB - Fremde Zeit 3 x CD Edition RZ 1026-28 2012 CD box with new recordings (2008-2011) of four compostions by this German "silent" composer; 180 min. playtime, comes with 16p booklet 30,00
99 UNDER THE SNOW - The Other Room CD Silentes cd201231 2012 second full-length CD album for this Italian project creating a kind of very specific experimental / spheric ambience with many concrete &
improvisatory elements, using many different sounds, sometimes sounding like a more spacey TIETCHENS to us; numbered ed. 300 with unique slide & oversized cardboard cover 12,00 www.silentes.net
100 VAGGIONE, HORACIO - Points critiques CD INA GRM INAG 6032 2011 five pieces by this Argentinian composer who is living & active in Paris since a long time - very dynamic, challenging compositions resembling
early tape music & musique concrete 12,00 www.inagrm.com
101 VOLCANO THE BEAR - Golden Rhythm / Ink Musik CD Rune Grammofon RCD 3127 2012 VOLCANO THE BEAR now on Rune Grammofon! "a hysterical melting pot of THIS HEAT, ROBERT WYATT, FAUST &
RESIDENTS, of MUSIQUE CONCRETE and ETHNO-FOLK" - new studio album by this unique group around DANIEL PADDEN & AARON MOORE ! 14,00 www.runegrammofon.com
102 VOLCANO THE BEAR - Golden Rhythm / Ink Musik LP Rune Grammofon RLP 3127 2012 VOLCANO THE BEAR now on Rune Grammofon! "a hysterical melting pot of THIS HEAT, ROBERT WYATT, FAUST &
RESIDENTS, of MUSIQUE CONCRETE and ETHNO-FOLK" - new studio album by this unique group around DANIEL PADDEN & AARON MOORE ! lim. vinyl version 20,00 www.runegrammofon.com
103 V.A. - Floating Foundation Vol. 1 CD Sub Rosa SR146 2002 back in stock, sound sculptures by artist who are working in the field of "plastic arts" too: JANEK SCHAEFER, MAIN, C. CHARLES, STEPHEN VITIELLO,
KURT RALSKE 13,00 www.subrosa.net
104 V.A. - FUCK YOU. Fucking Noise in China now DVD Sub Rosa / OME#13 2012 Is noise political? Is there music after Mao? Impressive film about the new NOISE-scene in China - a 100 minute-trip & road movie
filmed 2006 between Beijing & Shanghai, feat. TORTURING NURSE, WANG CHANGCUN, WANG FAN, LI JIAN HUNG/DICKSON DEE, Z. KARKOWSKI, etc.. by GUY-MARC HINANT & DOMINIQUE LOHLE 16,50
105 V.A. - Until Human Voices. Wake Us and We Drown 5 x 10"-Box Rune Grammofon RLP 2050 2006 collector's item celebrating the 50th Rune Gr. release; 16p. booklet, each 10" in own cover, w. SUPERSILENT,
FARTEIN VALEN, NILS OKLAND, MAJA RATKJE, DEATHPROD, etc. etc. lim. 1000 55,00 www.runegrammofon.com
106 WELSCH, JOHANNES - Sound Creation CD Deep Listening Org. DL 44-2012 2012 Gong-Drone-Muzak! Canadian percussionist playing solely on different sized Gongs (and singing bowls on one piece), some are
very huge, creating Zen-like earth-drones, overtunes, metal-storms... on PAULINE OLIVEROS label, to discover ! 13,00 www.deeplistening.org
107 WHARTON, DONATO - A white Rainbow spanning the Dark 10" Serein SERE11.2 2011 experimental ambience between amorphous drones and near guitar-folk influences by this London-based composer for stage
and theatre-plays, creating a very own & remarkable style; second 10" release (edition of 500) for this nice label from Wales 10,00 www.serein.co.uk
108 WOLFF, CHRISTIAN - Kompositionen 1950-1972 do-CD Edition RZ 1023-24 2011 collection of various compositions recorded 1950-1972 by this US-composer using the "undeterminate notation"; feat. players like
CORNELIUS CARDEW, DAVID TUDOR, and KEITH ROWE. Comes with extensive 24 p booklet 22,50 www.edition-rz.de
109 WOOLEY, NATE - The Almond CD Pogus Productions P21061-2 2011 one long minimal drone-piece (72 min) based on unprocessed trumpet sounds & voice only; great & completely suspended acoustic spheres
with slow inner movements, reminds on PHILL NIBLOCK, etc.. highly recommended if you like handplayed /non-electronic drones! 13,50 www.pogus.com
110 Z'EV - EyEar DVD Von Archives VON 011 2011 "Primitive Industrial Psychedelia" - four of Z'EVs video-experiments for the first time on DVD, named "SALT", "FIRE", "BOX" and "KALI" (playtime over 80 minutes),
using great metallic noise & tribal drones for his highly minimal, swirling, vibrating visual process-patterns "reacting" to the sounds... truly mesmerizing & contemplative stuff, very basic but soo effective ! 14,00
the END
(is just another beginning)
.....
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